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 5pm - Registration

 5:30pm – Training/discussion

• Membership of SPL 

• EMIs and the alternatives 

• SPL’s recent work 

• EUPD/EUPR – What we need to know

• Hiring and firing PLC directors

 6:45 – 8pm – Drinks and canapes 

Share Plan Lawyers
Leeds
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Timings



Janet Cooper OBE

Tapestry Compliance LLP

Membership of SPL.org
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 Members led organisation

 “Forum for exchanging views and 

experiences on legal issues”

 “A voice for lobbying”

 Know and support other share plan lawyers

Share Plan Lawyers
Membership of SPL.org
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SPL Membership



 Members led organisation

 250 members

 70 law firms

Share Plan Lawyers
Membership of SPL.org
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SPL Membership

Executive Committee

Corporate and 

Regulatory
Tax Committee Training and social



 Training events

• GDPR

• Global

• US Securities laws

• Gender Pay Reporting

• Accounting

• Administration

 Social events

• Annual dinner

• London and regional events

• Participate in the committees

 Website

Share Plan Lawyers
Membership of SPL.org
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Forum for exchanging views and experiences

Meet others in 

our industry



 25+ years

 £30 a year

Successfully supporting lawyers in law 

firms through the continued participation 

of members

Share Plan Lawyers
Membership of SPL.org
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SPL.org



Lynette Jacobs

Pinsent Masons

EMIs and the alternatives
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Lynette Jacobs

EMIs and the 

alternatives



First thoughts

• Why any form of share incentive?

• The menu of choice

• Right to acquire going forwards  

– EMI options

– CSOP options

– Non-tax advantaged options

• Upfront acquisition

– Growth shares

– JSOP

• Phantom arrangements

• Don’t forget….



Why any form of share incentive?

• “Incentivise” – attract, retain, motivate

– attract - part of an attractive remuneration package and may align with 

what is offered by competitors. Smaller companies (e.g. start ups) 

may not have the cash available to offer large salary and bonus 

packages 

– retain - employees must generally wait until the awards “vest” before 

they can acquire (or retain) the shares

– motivate - employees will directly benefit from an increase in the 

share price. Brings together common goal of employees in multi-

national companies. Employees in private companies can directly 

benefit from the proceeds of an exit

• Align interests of employees with shareholders

– Working towards common goal of increasing company value, 

performance and risk



The menu of choice

• Right to acquire shares going forwards (options)  

– following a specified period and/or the occurrence of an event (eg. 

an exit); and

– may be subject to continued employment and/or performance 

targets

• Upfront acquisition of shares

– may be subject to forfeiture (leaving and/or performance targets)

– joint ownership arrangements

• Phantom arrangements



EMI options

• Share options which meet certain conditions

• Smaller “trading” companies

• Intended to assist recruitment and retention

• Very flexible

• Generous tax advantages (including entrepreneurs’ relief)

• EU State Aid



EMI Qualifying Conditions  

Company Employee

Independent Employee or executive director

Gross assets no more than £30 million Fulfils “working time requirement”:

• 25 hours per week; or

• 75% working time
Fewer than 250 employees

Qualifying trade No “material interest” – 30% shares

Overall limit on value of shares under 

EMI options - £3 million

Individual limit - £250,000

Disqualifying events – loss of beneficial tax treatment going forward

14



CSOP 

• Market value options (only)

• Market value must be agreed in advance with HMRC

• £30,000 individual limit

• Can be subject to performance targets

• CSOP options can be granted over shares in the employing company or the parent 

of the employing company’s group

• The company whose shares are under CSOP option must generally either (i) be 

listed on a recognised stock exchange or (ii) not be under the control of another 

company

• No tax charge at exercise so long as the CSOP option has been held for at least 

three years (subject to “good leaver” and corporate events provisions)

• CGT on sale of option shares (but entrepreneur’s relief is not automatically 

available)

• Potential CT deduction for employer company



Non-tax advantaged options

• Flexible - no specific legal or participation requirements

• Exercise price can be at, above or below market value

• Can be subject to performance targets

• No charge to tax (or NICs) on grant

• Tax (and, possibly, NICs) on exercise

• CGT may be due on sale of option shares

• Potential CT deduction for employer company



Growth shares

• Special (new) class of shares

• Benefit from growth in value of the company following acquisition 

• usually above a pre-determined hurdle

• typically on a sale/IPO of the company

• Relatively low market value on acquisition

• Section 431 elections

• Growth taxed as capital gain

• Valuation is critical

• CT deduction by reference to tax charge on acquisition (if any)



JSOP

• Shares acquired upfront, jointly with a trustee

• Right to any growth above the market value of the shares on 

acquisition (and, often, above a further “hurdle”)

• Trustee has the right to the market value of the shares on 

acquisition

• Section 431 elections

• Growth taxed as capital gain

• Valuation is critical

• CT deduction by reference to tax charge on acquisition (if 

any)



Phantom arrangements

• Employees are granted awards that entitle them to a future cash payment, 

based on the increase in value of the company's shares on vesting (or some 

other calculation, usually based on the growth in value of the company over 

the vesting period)

• Can be structured as phantom share options (right to receive the growth in 

value of a share above a notional exercise price) or phantom share awards 

(right to receive a cash payment equal to the value of a share)

• Where appropriate, awards may be made over specified units in a company 

(rather than shares), allowing participants to benefit from the value, or growth 

in value, of those units

• Can be subject to continued employment, performance targets and/or the 

occurrence of specified events (eg. sale or listing of the company’s shares)

• Taxed as a bonus



Don’t forget…

• Commercial considerations

• Leavers

• Company/corporate requirements

• Non-UK participants

• Participant communications

• Tax

– Don’t let the tax tail wag the dog

– Tax registration and reporting requirements

• GDPR



Contact details

If you have any questions please do not hesitate to contact me:

Lynette Jacobs

DDI: 0161 250 0198

Mobile: 07717 488467

E-mail: lynette.jacobs@pinsentmasons.com





Hannah Needle

Tapestry Compliance LLP

SPL’s recent work
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Work of the C&R Committee

 Key recent areas of work:

• GDPR

• Gender pay gap reporting

• MAR

Useful resources

Share Plan Lawyers
SPL’s recent work
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What we’ll cover



One of SPL’s focus groups

 Shaping new policy and legislation  

 Establishing industry views 

Share Plan Lawyers
SPL’s recent work
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Work of the Corporate & Regulatory 

Committee 



 Review of impact of GDPR on share-

based incentives

 Table produced:

• EEA only

• Outside EEA

 Key takeaways

Share Plan Lawyers
SPL’s recent work
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Recent areas - GDPR



 Analysis of how to treat incentives for GPG

reporting purposes

 Table produced:

• Plan types

• Events

• How to incorporate in calculations

 Key takeaways

Share Plan Lawyers
SPL’s recent work
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Recent areas – Gender Pay Gap Reporting



 Review of impact of MAR on share-based 

incentives

 Table produced:

• Fully listed / AIM

• Each key share plan event – PDMR

restriction / insider dealing / notifications

 Key takeaways

Share Plan Lawyers
SPL’s recent work
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Recent areas - MAR



 Brexit

• GDPR

• MAR

 CRDV – EU gender pay gap reporting 

requirement?

Share Plan Lawyers
SPL’s recent work
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What’s next



 shareplanlawyers.org

 Archive

Share Plan Lawyers
SPL’s recent work
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Useful Resources



Sally Blanchflower

Tapestry Compliance LLP

EUPD/EUPR – What we need to know 
about imminent/upcoming changes
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 European Prospectus Directive (EUPD) -

current rules

• Prospectus required unless exemption applies

• Inconsistent implementation between member states

• Employee share scheme exemption only available if listed 

or HQ in EU

 European Prospectus Regulation (EUPR) – new 

rules

• Entered into force July 2017

• Applies in full July 2019 

• Employee share scheme exemption available 

irrespective of listing or HQ

Share Plan Lawyers
EUPD/EUPR
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EUPR/EUPD



Points to watch:

 Total offer exemption

• Currently total offer value < €5m within EU over 12 

months 

• Decreased to < €1m under EUPR from 21 July 2018

• Can be increased by member states < €8m 

• No notifications to ESMA to date

 Brexit – need equivalency decision for UK 

to bridge gap?

Share Plan Lawyers
EUPD/EUPR
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EUPR/EUPD



Jonathan Fletcher Rogers 

and Andy Nealey

Hiring and Firing PLC Directors –
Remuneration and Governance Matters
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HIRING AND FIRING PLC DIRECTORS 

– REMUNERATION AND 

GOVERNANCE MATTERS

Jonathan Fletcher Rogers and Andy Nealey



What are we going to cover?

The position from firm to firm will vary, but at AG the Incentives Team will frequently be asked to advise on:

1. Hiring PLC directors

▶ Remuneration policy matters

▶ Investor expectations and guidelines

▶ New LTIP awards / “buyout” awards

▶ Regulatory disclosures/notifications

2. Firing PLC directors

▶ Remuneration policy matters

▶ Investor expectations and guidelines

▶ The effect of cessation of employment on LTIP awards and settlement agreement provisions 
regarding the treatment of LTIP awards

▶ Regulatory disclosures/notifications



Hiring new PLC directors

▶ The Company’s Directors’ Remuneration Policy should be one of the 
first things to consider following receipt of instructions

▶ Are the remuneration proposals for the new director consistent with 
the recruitment policy section of the Rem Policy. In particular:

▶ Does the Policy consider whether a buyout award can be made to 
compensate any forfeited awards? Is there a specific reference to 
awards potentially being granted under LR 9.4.2(R)?

▶ Is there a provision regarding paying relocation costs, tax 
equalisation, immigration assistance?

▶ Will the proposed remuneration package be within the terms of the 
Rem Policy generally?



Investor expectations and guidelines

Investment Association’s Principles of Remuneration

▶ “When recruiting Executive Directors, companies should pay no more than is 
necessary and should fully justify payments to shareholders. Compensating 
executives for the forfeiture of awards from a previous employer should 
generally be on a comparable basis, taking account of performance achieved 
or likely to be achieved, the proportion of performance period remaining and 
the form of the award” 

▶ Remuneration committees should seek specific points of reference against 
which quantum can be judged. Remuneration committees should consider:

▶ the remuneration paid to the wider workforce

▶ pay to a relevant and fair peer universe but being careful of upward 
ratcheting



Investor expectations and guidelines

Investment Association - letter to remuneration committees – Nov 

17

▶ Relocation benefits – should be disclosed at the time of appointment, 

be in place for a limited time, and be fully detailed in the directors’ 

remuneration report

PLSA Corporate Governance Policy and Voting Guidelines

▶ The award of a “sign on” bonus without the inclusion of any 

conditionality and which pays for awards not already vested at a 

previous employer are a cause of concern and may trigger a vote 

against 



Buyout awards

▶ Buyout awards often can’t be granted under an existing LTIP as they will be on different terms (e.g. they 
will not be subject to a “usual” three year vesting period and won’t be subject to a holding period)

▶ So need to use the exemption under LR 9.4.2 from the arrangement requiring shareholder approval 
under LR 9.4.1(b)

“an arrangement where the only participant is a director of the listed company (or as an individual
whose appointment as a director of the listed company is being contemplated) and the arrangement is
established specifically to facilitate in unusual circumstances, the recruitment or retention of the relevant
individual”

▶ The offer letter will need to make clear the terms of the buy out award and how it will be structured

▶ A standalone plan will need to be established following the appointment of the director under which the 
buy out award is made

▶ Disclosure of the details of the standalone plan will need to be made in the next annual financial report 
– this is usually done in the next Remuneration Report  (LR 9.8.4)



Disclosures / announcements

▶ LR 9.6.11(1) – Notify a RIS as soon as possible and in any event by the end of the business day 
following the decision to appoint is made stating: (i) name of appointee; (ii) whether the position is 
executive, non exec or chairman; and (iii) the nature of any specific function or responsibility of the 
position.

▶ If the effective date of the appointment is known on the date of the appointment this should be 
stated in the announcement. If not, a second announcement should be made when the effective 
date has been determined (LR 9.6.12)

▶ LR 9.6.13 - Notify a RIS (as soon as possible and in any event within 5 business days of decision to 
appoint) of certain specified information in respect of the new directors 

▶ If there is no information to disclose, the notification should state this fact 

▶ A copy of every directors’ service contract must be made available for inspection at the Company’s 
registered office S1136 CA’06

▶ The Company’s register of directors must be updated and notified to Companies House – S163 CA’06

▶ Details of the new director’s remuneration and any buyout award must be included in the Company’s 
next Directors’ Remuneration Report



Firing PLC directors

Remuneration Policy

▶ What does the remuneration policy say regarding the Company’s “Exit 
payment policy”?  Are all of the proposed payments covered by the policy?

A. Compensation payments – Would any proposed compensation payment be 
permitted by this policy?

B. Share awards / annual bonuses – What does the policy state regarding the 
exercise of any discretion? Does the policy say anything about time pro 
rating and the application of performance conditions in relation to leavers?

C. Other Payments – What does the policy say in relation to legal fees, 
outplacement costs and other similar payments – would these be permitted 
by the policy?



Investor expectations and guidelines

General

▶ All investors highlight “reward for failure” as a key focus for concern

Executive remuneration working group

▶ The use of discretion should be clearly disclosed to investors with the 
remuneration committee articulating the impact the discretion had had on 
remuneration outcomes. Shareholders will expect committees to take a 
balanced view on the use of discretions

ISS guidelines

▶ Any exit payments to good leavers should be reasonable with appropriate pro 
rating applied to outstanding long term share awards



Effect of cessation of employment on share awards 
and annual bonuses
LTIP rules

Rules typically state that awards may vest on the normal vesting date (or an earlier vesting date that the Rem Co may determine) taking 
account of (a) the proportion of the performance period expired as at the date of cessation; and (b) the extent to which the performance 
conditions are met

Usual Outcome

Awards will vest on normal vesting date with time pro rating and performance conditions applied

Terms of settlement agreement

Ensure that the settlement agreement:

▶ is clear as to the terms on which awards may vest

▶ that the decision as to vesting remains subject to Rem Co final direction/determination (if not pre-approved by the Rem Co)

▶ state whether any holding period and malus and clawback provisions apply

▶ state that the awards remain subject to the rules of the LTIP (as amended from time to time)



Disclosures / announcements

▶ LR 9.6.11(2) – An RIS announcement should be made as soon as possible after the decision has been 
taken to remove a director

▶ If the effective date of the termination is known at the date of the announcement it should be stated 
in the announcement. If the effective date of the termination is not known on the date of the 
announcement, a second announcement should be made when it has been determined (LR 9.6.12)

▶ S430 CA’06 - The Company must publish a statement on its website, as soon as practicable, giving 
particulars of loss of office payments and remuneration payments which have been, or will be, made to 
the departing director together with an explanation of how these payments were calculated. These must 
be kept available until the next DRR is available on its website

▶ Additional RIS – Investors expect an additional RIS at the point the director leaves setting out the 
information specified in S430 CA’06 (GC100 and Investor Group – Directors’ Remuneration Reporting)

▶ The Company’s register of directors should be updated (S163 CA’06) and Companies House should be 
notified within 14 days (S167 CA’06)
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Thank you!
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Now time for drinks and 
canapes…


